
 

About Myself 

 

 

                 Hello, this is Burin Nuankham (Boss2) from St. John Mary International School G.7/Ray. I 

was born in Thailand, Phi chit hospital in 1997. I am a Thai boy that interests in art. And I want to be 

a designer when I grow up. So I am going to practice drawing a lot of pictures and show so that I can 

get the comments for my pictures. Actually I didn’t want to be the designer the first time, the first 

time I designed to be a soldier and then my uncle ask my mom what I want to be in the future and 

my mom told him that I want to be a soldier, so my uncle told my mom to change my mind because 

he think that this job get less money and also I will have a lot of percent to get kill in guarding. The 

second job that I think I want to be is to be a guider, the same thing happened to me, my uncle again 

he said that the guider is not the main job, it is just a support job that not work every day, it work 

only the time that people want to go travel only, at that time that I heard about it I seriously decline 

that I really want to be this one, after the time passed I couldn’t do anything about it I need to listen 

to my mom. After one month I think about it that what I very good at I found that I was good in art 

and I like it so I designed to be a designer. This time everyone is accepting this job so I’m happy 

about it. 

I will try my best to be the designer, I will not make my family and every one disappoint at me. 

END 
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